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A Chat with the DJ – Alex Efe (Clubbing MVD, Uruguay) 
 

MB..   You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I feel its 
always good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 step Q & A.. 
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style and are 
based in Uruguay, but when did you start to DJ and what made you take the 
step from punter to player ?? (as in the DJ kind) 
 
My starting was when I was a child. My avidity to know influential bands, 
brought closer to me to the vinyl and the cassette. I remember with lot of 
affection my old Sharp, where I made my first recordings from the FM. 
In my adolescence, by the end of 80s and beginning of 90s, I met one of the 
best DJs of my country, José Ferrando, and I remember that I had a tape with 
his music (Hit House, FPI Project, among others). I always went to the DJ 
booth to watch the job of the DJ, asking about tracks, and knowing where to 
buy my first vinyls. In other words, I always enjoyed collecting music, 
knowing bands, genres, and over time, entertaining to the dancers. 
 
 
MB..  If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, wherich 
has lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it?? 
 
Without a doubt, having shared the DJ booth with Mr. Nick Muir (Bedrock), 
was one of my best experiences and it was very significant. 
 
 
MB..  Tell us about a significant moment in your Dj’ing career?? (A warm up slot 
for a name, release of a track, the moment we asked you to do a mix !!) 
 
There were many moments that I could accomplish, but nowadays it would 
be very important to participate as a producer in a label with recognition and 
status. 
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MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable house 
tracks, ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a time and place 
and just makes you smile !!!!! 
 
I have a lot, but it could be these: 
 
Jean Michel Jarre – Oxygene Part 4 
Vangelis – Chariots of Fire 
Gat Decor – Passion 
Three Drives on a Vinyl – Greece 2000 
Bedrock – Heaven Scent 
 
 
MB..  What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so special to 
you ?? 
 
Without a doubt, the DJ booth is where I feel safe and I can express myself, 
selecting the pieces of my sonorous collage. 
 


